
BY STEVE DALE

AniInal- Assisted
Therapy Brings

Solace to a Site of
Suffering

Comfort Dogs
ark Dawson and his search and rescue dog,
Elvis,wereworkinga section of Ground Zero
with firefighters from a New York ladder
company. Exhausted,depressed and mourn-
ing for lost friends, Dawson and the New

Yorkfirefighters took a break. Each sat on a curb on Vesey
Street, silently staring ahead. One fireman began to pet and
hug Elvis,a black Labrador Retriever.Then, one by one, each
member of that ladder company took their turn.

Elvisis trained to rescuepeople. "Elviswas just being a dog,
but there are dogs actually trained for emotional support,"
Dawson says. That's why Elizabeth Teal, an animal behavior
consultant, and her animal-assisted therapy (AAT)dog, Annie,
also worked at the site of the disaster. Annie, a three-year-old
Cavalier KingCharles Spaniel, is trained to rescue hearts.

One firefighter happened to sit beside Annie. "He looked
white," saysTeal."I don't only mean from the ash; it was likeall
the lifehad left this man. He wasexpressionless,zombie-like.He
slowlyreachedfor Annie and began to caressher, over and over.
I'm surehe didn't even notice me. Gradually,the colorbegan to
return to his face,and he turned to Annie and he smiled."
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Aboveleft:Sometimes itwas our toughest heroes who needed
help the most. Hoss, an AnimalAssistance Crisis Response
dog, and Tikva(inthe back seat), an animal-assisted therapy
dog, give a group of FEMAworkers some much-needed com-
fort at the World Trade Center disaster site.

Aboveright:HandlerArleenRavanelliand herAAT-certifiedSiber-
ian Husky,Shylo, enter the boundaries of Ground Zero.

Bottomleft:Hoss, a German Shepherd mix,visits with a police
officer.

Bottomright:A rescue worker at the World Trade Center dis-
aster site takes a break with Tikva, a Keeshond, and
Tikva's handler, Cindy Ehlers.
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Four firefighters with therapy dogs Hoss and Tikva. Often,
these devastated workers had trouble opening up about their
pain to anyone other than an understanding canine.

"I knew we could help."
Cindy Ehlers of Eugene, Oregon, has a brother who is a

firefighter.He was called to the scene of the World Trade Cen-
ter disaster in New YorkCity because he has expertise in deal-
ing with structural devastation. One look at the emotional
devastation, and he suggestedAATdogs. Ehlers,who has been
doing AATsince 1998, and team member Pat Dickinson, were
whisked to lower Manhattan.

Typically, AATdogs help people in places like nursing
homes and children's hospitals. But AATis more ambitious
than petting programs, which essentially bring dogs, cats or
even bunnies through a facility for people to pet. AATdogs
actually work with medical professionals-such as physical
and occupational therapists, psychologists and doctors-on
what's called goal-oriented therapy. AATdogs are typically
trained for this work and are rigorously tested, while pets in
petting programs are well-behaved and like to be petted.

Meanwhile,on the oppositeend of Manhattan, Tealsaysher
entire neighborhood began to congregate in a nearby park after
the twin towerscollapsed.Tealand Anniewerethere, too. IIAnnie
actually pulled me to a bench to sit beside a man who was star-
ing down to the ground. Atfirst I thought, 'Why him?' Then, I
sawthe tattoo-he's a Holocaustsurvivor.He lookedlikehe was
in horrible pain, re-livingsomething awful in his mind. At first
when he sawAnnie,he lookedright pasther.Butthen he reached
out to pet her, and he smiled. At that moment I knew I had to
do something with Annie, because I knew we could help. II

Other New York-area AAThandlers began to think the same
thing. But they were denied access to Ground Zero and the near-
by area by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
and the Red Cross. John Weaver, a social worker and Red Cross
volunteer for more than a decade, concedes the Red Cross rebuffed
the therapy dogs. IIOur function is to ease pain, not get people
worried if they're uncomfortable around dogs, or if they're aller-
gic. Or what are the legal responsibilities if a dog should bite?"
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"Where are the comfort
dogs?"

Because of her special training (see the
box on page 52), Ehlers was actually invited
by the mayor's office. So despite any Red
Cross reservations, she and her two-year-old
Keeshond, Tikva, received immediate access
to Ground Zero without having to deal with
red tape. Ehlersand Tikvaserved rescuework-
ers. IITikva'sjob is to elicit a response," says
Ehlers. "Tikva gently touches a person with
her nose, and then she slowlylifts a paw.Most
people respond, and when they do, they
sometimes open up to Tikva. This is psycho-
logical first aid. Ifwe missed a day or we came
late, the rescuers would ask, 'Where are the
comfort dogs?'"

Meanwhile, Teal decided to organize a
coalition of AAThandlers, including Diane
Pennington, director of Human Animal Rela-
tionship Therapies, an AATgroup serving

Westchester and Putnam counties. They sought and received
support from the American Societyfor the Prevention of Cru-
elty to Animals (ASPCA),which has been working closelywith
New Yorkauthorities, and soon, they, too, weregranted access.

"I'm in very good hands with this dog."
Tealand Annie accompanied familiesfrom the FamilyAssis-

tance Center at Pier 94 for a tour of Ground Zero. Together,
they'd mingle with familieson the Pierfor about an hour before
embarking on a IS-minute boat ride to the site. When they
arrived, rescue workers removed hard hats and fire helmets,
placing them over their hearts. Awalkwaywasconstructed that
led to a memorial where family members could leave behind
personal effects.The familiesspent about 20 minutes at the site.

II At first, the families dispersed from one another, but in
a way that's difficult to explain-the families all gravitated
back to Annie; they'd reach down to pet her," saysTeal.IIHerd-
ing dogs herd sheep; Annie was herding hearts. Once they
came closer, they hugged and cried with each other."

IINoquestion, the dogs received more hugs than I did,"
says Father Keith J. Shuley, a Coast Guard chaplain based in
Petaluma, California. Shuley also accompanied families on
boats to Ground Zero. liOn the way there, the dogs acted as a
sort of morale boost, a diversion. On the way back, the dogs
were another place to go with grief. Listen, these people may
be at different stages of grief-maybe in denial, or maybe
they're angry. I'm very experienced at this sort of thing, of
course. And I can pick up on what people need pretty fast. But
I can't pick up on it as fast as these dogs can."

Stephanie LaFarge,PhD, a clinical psychologist and senior
director of counselingat the ASPCA,sayssome psychiatristsand
chaplains made use of the dogs, finding that when peoplebegan
to open up to the dogs, it became their opening to help. Butthe
strategy didn't alwayswork as planned. LaFargesaysone griev-
ing woman wasat the Pier,lying down with an AATdog.Avery
famous psychiatristcame up to her and began to offerassistance.
Her reply:"No thank you, I'm in verygood hands with this dog."

"This was emotionally grueling work."
"This was emotionally grueling work for Annie," Teal recalls.
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..Ofcourse,Annie didn't read the paper.Shedoesn't know what
happened. Butshe sure understood people wereupset. No mat-
ter how well-trainedyour AATdog is, this kind of crisiswork is
more intense for the dogs and for the handlers."

That's why after only a few days of AATwork at Ground
Zero, professors of clinical social work from New YorkUni-
versity held a special training session for volunteers on deal-
ing with secondary trauma. That's the trauma the volunteer
AATdog handlers had to deal with themselves.

Weaver says another Red Cross concern was individual
dogs and handlers showing up who really didn't have the
experience or the emotional stamina for this work. "This is a
totally legitimate concern," says Teal. All dogs and all han-
dlers are not suited for this sort of work. One seasoned AAT
handler (who requested anonymity) arrived on the scene, but
concluded, "I couldn't stomach it. My dog was picking up on
my emotions, and he wouldn't have been dependable."

What's more, the localmedia reported that New Yorkmay-
or Rudolph Giuliani's officewas asking for "good dogs." What
does that mean? No one exactly knows. Teal recalls one par-
ticular Standard Poodle at the Armory. "People with missing
family members were lining up to fill out death certificates,"
she says. "Probably this is the hardest thing these people will
ever have to do, and there's this Poodle jumping through a
hula hoop. This is a great dog and a great act for a children's
hospital-but certainly not appropriate here."

"She seemed somehow to sense each
person's needs."

"Once we got the Red Cross to cooperate, we didn't real-
ly want people showing up with any old dog, even if it was a
therapy dog," says LaFarge. But that's exactly what Arleen
Ravanelliof Rhinelander,Wisconsin,did. She and a friend drove
the l,lOO-miletrip with her obediencetitled, two-year-oldSiber-
ian Huskynamed Shylo. The pooch is certified as an AATdog
fromTherapyDogsInternational, but he had no practicalexpe-
rience. This could have been a disaster, but Ravanellihappens
to be a formercertifiedveterinarytechnician, and she has health
care experience,which helped. Mostly,though, she creditsShy-
lo for coming through.

They worked at several locations, including the Family
Assistance Center, Ground Zero and at a building on West
Street where the rescue workers took breaks and were fitted
for gas masks. "I really believe the so-called tough guys-the
police, firefightersand National Guard-needed the dogs the
most," she says. "They had no one else whose shoulders it's

socially acceptable to cry on. They not only remembered Shy-
lo's name from day to day, but cried open tears as our time to
move on would come."

While Ravanelli quickly became involved with the ASP-
CA and other volunteer coordinating groups on the scene,
she admits in retrospect that just showing up at the scene of
a disaster isn't the best idea. But then, there are no pre-exist-
ing protocols to indicate exactly which AATdogs and han-
dlers are qualified or welcome, or even needed for crisis
response.

And that's what LaFargeis working with the Red Cross to
change. "First, we'll document what happened in New York
and how effective the AATdogs were," she says. And then
we'll ask the RedCross what they think-and I believe they'll
agree the dogs were an asset."

At leastWeaver,who isfrom Nazareth, Pennsylvania,agrees
that in the future, MT dogs should be a part of any RedCross
response to a major disaster. He points out that the Red Cross
added child and spiritual care to disaster response teams in
1996. One hopes Americawill not be attacked again, but MT
crisis-traineddogs could also respond to natural disasters,such
as tornadoes, floods and earthquakes, and can help victims
and rescue workers deal with major firesand violent incidents
in schools. Ehlers says, "Amazingly, the more traumatic the
psychological impact, the more people require comforting-
the more our dogs seem to help."

"Do you really want to do this?"
"We have to figure out which dogs are best suited for this

work, and define how much work is considered enough," says
Maureen Fredricksonof Animal Systems,an MT resourcecen-
ter in Fredonia, New York. Fredrickson, who was once with
the Delta Society,is a nationally recognized authority on MT.
"Reading when your dog has had enough isn't alwaysan easy
thing to do. We tend to let our egos get in the way."

Pennington's three-year-old Golden Retriever, Hunter,
seemed as excited as he does when he works with HIV/AIDS
kids and senior citizens-until he approached the first secu-
rity check point, still many blocks from Ground Zero. "His
entire body language immediately changed," she says. "That's
when I knew this was not like any other kind of AATwork. I
don't know what pheromones Hunter was picking up on, but
he wasn't acting like himself. I really did ask of my dog, 'Do
you really want to do this?'"

When Ravanellireturned home to Wisconsin, a local radio
station wanted to launch a fundraiser to send her and Shylo
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back to New York."Enough was enough for both of US,"she
says. "Shylo needed to return to his usual routine, and so did
I. This was the hardest thing I've ever done. And I know it
wasn't easy for Shylo. At times she seems untouched by the
tragic events. But every once in awhile there is a look in her
eyeswhen she cuddleson the couch by me. In those big brown
eyes there is a sadness-the same sadness that is in my heart. II

Many AATdogs worked three- to eight-hour days. Judy
Keitz is a Board member and group leader for the Chenny
Troupe, an AATorganization in Chicago, Illinois, known for
developing innovative waysto achieve therapy goals.She says,
IIAnimal-assisted therapy dogs typically go to a facility for
about an hour, and then come home feeling like you or I do
after working a full day. Certainly this sort of [crisis]work is
physically more grueling than most AATdogs are accustomed
to." Keitz says Derby, her own older Golden Retriever,
doesn't have the hips or the stamina for it.

Tealsayswhen she needed to take a break, she considered
herself lucky to have a fairly small dog. She "hid" her Cava-
lier inside her Sherpa bag, so they both could have a few
moments rest. But for the big dogs there was no hiding, no
break. Evenif the handler was trying to rest, someone-a res-
cue worker, a Red Crossworker, a passerby-someone would
come up to pet the dog. The big dogs were always working,
always dealing with people in crisis.

"We've discovered an entire new mode of animal-assisted
therapy, IIsays LaFarge."Now, these are all issues we have to
work through."

"We also have to prepare people," says Ehlers. "They real-
ly do need to understand theii place, and how to deal with
any secondary trauma. If they can't operate without being
overcome with emotions, their dogs can't either. II

lI...reaching people in magical ways."
That's why the ASPCAintends to create a certification pro-

gram for AATdogs and handlers, who will be specifically
equipped and trained to deal with the demands of a major
disaster. LaFargehopes this certification will be accepted by
agencies such as FEMAand the Red Cross.

Weaversays that after seeing these dogs in action, the Red
Cross is likely to go along with the idea. "These dogs provid-
ed a stress inoculation. I was very impressed, and I know my
colleagues were as well.II

Teal says, lilt's surprising and sad that it took this tragedy
to help us to realize that animal-assisted therapy can make an
enormous difference on the scene of a disaster. Everyonce in
awhile, I'd detach myself from the situation, and I'd look at
how Annie or these other dogs wereworking miracles-reach-
ing people in magical ways. II

Steve Dale hosts Animal Planet Radio and Chicago's Pet Cen-
tral on WGN Radio and www.wgnradio.com. and writes a biweek-
ly national newspapercolumn on pets. He has won numerous honors
for his newspaper and radio work. Steve can be heard on the nation-
al radio feature The Pet News With Steve Dale and at www.dog
worldmag.com.



"I've witnessed many miracles."
Elizabeth Teal was bringing pets to nursing homes before it

was even considered a kind of therapy. "I'd bring a cat into

a nursing home, and the residents would pass the kitty.

Each time the cat settled in a lap, you could see the resident sort

of settle, relax and usually smile. I saw the difference my dog made

with my own grandmother."
When Teal worked at the ASPCA in New York, she helped

develop animal-assisted therapy (AAT) programs for clients who

included autistic children and AIDS patients. She says, "I've wit-

nessed many miracles, like the autistic child who wasn't respond-

Stephanie LaFarge, PhD, senior director of counseling at the

ASPCA, says, "We now know something physiological happens

when people touch an animal, offering a kind of comfort. Various

medical studies have indicated that merely touching an animal can

lower blood pressure and ease anxieties."

Kris Butler knows this, too. Before September 11, 2001, the

bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City

in 1995 was the worst terrorist attack in American history. Butler

and her Golden Retriever, Partner, just showed up at the perime-

ter. And Butler was awestruck by her dog's effect. "Police and fire-

men seemed to be drawn to us," she says.

Bob Sessions wasn't surprised. An old

pro at training and handling search and

rescue dogs, he has worked many disas-

ter sites, including the Pentagon this past

September and the Murrah Federal Build-

ing. He says on both occasions, rescuers

asked to spend "special" time with his dog.

In Oklahoma City, his partner was a black

Labrador Retriever named Thunder (who

is now retired). Sessions recalls, "When we

got down to the day care center, and
began to find Fisher-Pricetoys, some [res-
cuers] couldn't take it anymore. Rescuers
asked to play fetch with Thunder. But then
they'd sneak off in a corner to just be with
Thunder, or maybe to talk with him." It's
likely Thunder knows secrets that even
spouses of those grief-stricken rescuers
are not aware of. "There'sno question, we
needed to have animal-assisted therapy
dogs in Oklahoma," Sessions says.
"Search and rescue dogs have one pur-
pose, these dogs have another purpose."

Butler and Partnerwon the De~aSoci-

ety Therapy Dog of the Year Award, and with the award money
she began Petworks in Progress Foundation, a program loosely
modeled after Chicago's Chenny Troupe. She also wanted to
become better prepared to work the scene of a disaster, so she
earned 40 hours of course credit from the National Organization
of Victims Assistance (NOVA),as well as Red Cross training. In fact,
Butler may have been the only AAT handler in the nation specifi-
cally trained for crisis response, until 1998. In May of that year,Cindy
Ehlers of Eugene, Oregon, and her AAT-trained Keeshond, Bear,
provided therapy following a shooting at Thurston High School in
Springfield, Oregon, that killed two students and injured 25 others.

Ehlers says traumatized people emit a scent that dogs imme-
diately pick up. "They can smell distress, and Bear knew which stu-
dents weren't coping as well as others, and she'd actually seek
those students out," she says. "The school counselors were
amazed."

Ehlers realized Bear-who has since passed away-was bet-
ter trained than she was. So she enrolled in Red Cross Disaster

Training, completed a course offered by NOVA, and ultimately
formed a group called Hope Crisis Response, so additional han-
dlers could benefit from similar training.

I ·
Shylo,a newlycertified
AATdog. rose to the
occasion in New York.

ing to anyone, and then started to

play peek-a-boo with the dog. Or

when I worked with a population of

homeless children, one child started

to speak about himself and open up

for the first time to anyone, and it was my dog who somehow man-

aged to prompt that."

Judy Keitz of the Chenny Troupe, an AAT organization in Chica-

go, Illinois, says, "The goal at the Rehabilitation Institute of Chica-

go may be for a spinal cord injury or stroke patient to grasp a tennis

ball to toss it to a waiting retriever. When you work with AAT dogs,

you can actually see these miracles happening right in front of your

eyes." Chenny Troupe dogs have worked their tail-wagging mag-

ic at numerous facilities, including an intermediate care residence

for the mentally ill, programs for girls who are recovering from sub-

stance abuse, and a center for children with both physical and

behavior problems.

Medical documentation is now proving that AAT dogs do man-

age to somehow reach people in ways medical professionals and

family members cannot. This is now an accepted medical fact.

Some doctors have even prescribed AAT as a part of a therapy

plan for patients.
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-Steve Dale
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